1999 MEN'S VARSITY ALL-AMERICA

Division I
Coach of the Year: Guy Baker (University of California, Los Angeles)
Player of the Year: Sean Kern (University of California, Los Angeles)

First Team
Nick Ellis (Goalie) Stanford University
Sean Kern University of California, Los Angeles
Allen Basso University of Southern California
Brian Hefferson Stanford University
Matt Armato University of California, Los Angeles
Jerry Smith University of California, Berkeley
Gabe Esposto University of the Pacific

Second Team
Richard McEvoy (Goalie) University of Southern California
Sean Joy Stanford University
Pat Kain University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Greg Lonzo Pepperdine University
Tom Coughlan University of California, Santa Barbara
Pat Cochran Long Beach State University
Oliver Djordjevic Saint Francis College (N.Y.)

Third Team
Richard Huntley (Goalie) University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Adam Wright University of California, Los Angeles
Peter Janov University of Southern California
Albert Won University of California, Berkeley
Burak Incecam Queens College
George Csaszar University of Southern California
Patrick Donlin University of the Pacific

Honorable Mention
Brandon Brooks (Goalie) University of California, Los Angeles
Trevor Spence (Goalie) University of California, Santa Barbara
Brian Brown University of California, Los Angeles
Blake Wellen University of California, Los Angeles
Jason Pace United States Naval Academy
Casey Wood United States Air Force Academy
Andy Walburger Stanford University
Chris Segesman          Long Beach State University  
Ross Meecham             University of California, San Diego  
Chris Gratian             Princeton University  
Kevin Foster              Princeton University  
Sean Hylton               Pepperdine University  
Tony Grosso               University of California, Irvine  
Taj Jensen                University of Redlands  
Ivan Babic                University of Southern California  
Csaba Biro                Saint Francis College (N.Y.)  

Division II

Coach of the Year:                Pedro DeLima (Queens College)  
Player of the Year:                Burak Incecam (Queens College)  

First Team

Andre Fagundes (Goalie)  Queens College  
Burak Incecam             Queens College  
Kevin Loscotoff           University of California, Davis  
Joel Higgins              University of California, Davis  
Adriano Marsili            Salem-Teikyo University  
Lance Banuk                Queens College  
Lance Campbell            University of California, Davis  

Division III

Coach of the Year:                Denny Harper (University of California, San Diego)  
Player of the Year:                Ross Meecham (University of California, San Diego)  

First Team

Caleb Kelly (Goalie)  Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges  
Ross Meecham             University of California, San Diego  
Jon Samuels               University of California, San Diego  
Taj Jensen                University of Redlands  
CJ Carty                  Whittier College  
Sergio Macias             Whittier College  
Ryan Ford                 Johns Hopkins University  

Second Team

Greg Haynes (Goalie)  University of Redlands  
Ryan Dandy               University of California, San Diego  
Matt Rosa                 University of Redlands  
Jeff Colton               Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Zamen Mirzadeh           Johns Hopkins University